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The common application can significantly make it easier for students to apply for colleges, allowing them to fill out the information that all their schools want to know in one place. Hundreds of colleges use and accept the common application, so thousands of high school students, transfer students, and
those returning to college use it every year. Learn how the application works and guide the process step by step below. What is common application? The Common Application is a single online application that students can submit to any participating school, rather than having to fill out a new application
for each school individually. However, almost half of all schools participating in the joint application also require students to submit an additional application specific to that college or university. Applicants create a common application profile CommonApp.org, where they can then add and remove the
colleges they want to apply to and track application deadlines. Fill out a common application form, which includes general information that all colleges want to see, such as name, address, extracurricular, etc. Add any additional questions required by colleges. These supplements typically have specific
questions or essay requests for their schools or programs. Instead of filling out the same information over and over again on separate applications, applicants submit the same question common to all the schools they choose. Colleges receive the Common Application (and any additional materials
required, such as a transcript). Their admissions officers examine these questions. Using the Common Application and other information (such as campus interviews or sent wallets), schools can reject, accept, or wait for applicants. If the applicant has applied for financial assistance through FAFSA or
school-specific scholarships, he will also learn about their offers of financial aid. Whether familiar with the joint application or not, all applicants (and the parents or counselors who support them) have questions or doubts. Below are some of the most important questions users have asked about the
common application. If you still have questions, the common application has its own Help Center to guide and advise users. The Common Application was created to help make college application easier and more accessible for future students. Whether it's planning classes online or in person, a full list of
common app schools can be found below, but for online students in particular, the map below shows our picks for the best online colleges that also accept the common application by state below. See All common schools App The wise Common Application is where candidates have their best chance of
showing admissions officials at colleges that they really are. Beyond standard information such as grades, test scores, and extracurriculars, candidates can use the essay to tell a unique story that helps them stand out. Instead of fearing this this of the Common Application, use some of the tips and tricks
below to create a strong and concise essay. Consider the wise Choices The common wise application has more prompts that candidates can choose from. Prompts can be found here and cover a variety of topics that allow for countless unique essays. Try brainstorming responses at each prompt instead
of immediately settling on one. Start early The application process takes a long time, even with the Common Application, so be sure to reserve plenty of time to complete the essay itself. The essay should be thoughtful and show your skills and potential, not probably something you just want to churn out
in a few hours. Candidates who believe they are doing their best work under the pressure of a deadline can work with consultants, teachers, and others to create personal deadlines regardless of the expiration date of the Common App. Get feedback There's always room for improvement. Finish writing,
but then ask for feedback and be open to review. Counselors and teachers for high school students - or academic advisors and professors for the transfer of university students - may have useful suggestions to improve and clarify the essay. They can also help candidates get their essay to convey exactly
what's intended. Remember the Prompt and guidelines Even the most beautiful essay can't affect college admissions officers if the writer didn't follow the prompt. The common application essay also has length limitations, typically about 600 words. It's about three two-space pages, so every word counts,
and each sentence has to serve a purpose. Some schools may have guidelines for their essay supplement requirements as well. Reviewing, Reviewing, Reviewing Hammering Everything in one sitting may not be the best solution. Take breaks from the essay work to get close with new eyes as you
review. Consider and apply feedback, but always remember that the essay should not reflect anyone else's points of view, but yours. It may require more drafts, or tricks like the reverse contour method to make sure the essay stays focused. Watch successful essays Essays from successful applications,
and pieces that resounded with admissions consultants on a personal level are often published online, such as the prestigious Johns Hopkins University Essays That Worked. Try to identify what made these essays so successful and how to replicate the feelings or distinctive features within your work and
experiences. Don't miss out Although feedback can be valuable to candidates, don't let other people's ideas take the reins. While allowing a parent or coach to taken to check or even create the essay for you may seem like a stress-free option, this can have unpleasant consequences. You could end up in
a perfect school for the person your essay presented, not for who you really are. Worse, admissions officers may also realize that the essay was not written by the applicant. Parents, not That College Essay offers alternative ways for parents and counselors to help students with their essay without taking
control. Katherine Pastor, a katherine high school counselor, is a counselor at Flagstaff High School and an add-on faculty member at Northern Arizona University's College of Education. He has received numerous awards and accolades for his outstanding work as a consultant, such as 2010 Arizona
School Counselor of the Year and American School Counselor's Association (ASCA) 2016 National School Counselor of the Year. In 2017 she joined the Board of Directors of the ASCA. Forgetting your common app email address is something Pastor sees students doing over and over again. Be sure to
remember the email address you used to create your common App account. If in doubt, write it down. Better to keep a record or journal of all your accounts and passwords. In the essay in particular, Pastore says that many students do not fully follow or respond to requests. Read the directions carefully
and read all the questions, so you know exactly what you're answering. According to Pastor, one of the biggest mistakes is that students forget to match career assessment information to their common application accounts. If your school uses Naviance, be sure to link your Naviance account and Common
App account. Your high school will only be able to submit common app documents completed through Naviance for you. Pastore notes that having multiple letters of recommendation are important and says that students often regret asking until the last minute. Remember that you may need to ask for up
to two letters of recommendation from the teacher and one from your school counselor. Be sure to give them all the time to complete your letter and upload the documents to your account. Don't be discouraged by tuition fees, Pastor says. There are tariff exemption programs available for students who are
willing to ask for help. Most colleges have an tuition fee that is required and will need to be paid for your application to be complete at the institution. If you're eligible for free or reduced lunch, your school counselor can help you potentially get a waiver for colleges you're interested in applying to. If in doubt,
ask your school counselor! A: Be sure to read the essay prompts and understand what you are asked to write about. If you have the opportunity in your senior English class to choose a writing prompt for colleges or scholarships, choose one from the common app. This will allow you to have several drafts
read by your English teacher and get some great feedback before sending. Make it personal and tell your story, not what you think i admissions want to hear. They want to know about you and what makes you inspired to do what you do. A: It's always a good rule to start early, give yourself plenty of time.
If you have some free time the summer before the last year, go ahead and create an account and and as much information as possible. This will help relieve some of the stress when it comes to completing university applications. A: The Common Application allows you to apply to more than 700 private
and public postal institutions with a single application. There are some institutions that require additional essays, but all accept common application and you will not need to complete the general implementing information for each college. This is useful, and can also save time. Just make sure that the post-
secondary institutions you're interested in accept the Common App before you get started. The common application also has this really cool and useful mobile application (Android and Apple) that students can download to help them keep them organized through the application process. Process.
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